
                                              

                                                                  PCFTA Meeting Notes for February 2021 

Called to order 7:10 PM 

Officers Present:  Ron Shewmaker, Charles Rayside, Karen Rayside, Candy New.  

Total in attendance 9 

Karen Mentioned we had 51 paid members this year, compared to 38 last year.  

Ron Suggested we lobby the county for a traffic light at 714 & Boatramp before they start the widening of 714. This way 

we may have a say in where it would go.  

Charles said he recently mowed a few sections of trails & suggested March 6th & 7th as Trail Clean up days. This is when 

he can spearhead a crew. Many sections were noted That need to be cleared and he took notes. It is a very long list. 

Teresa Harris Volunteered to help March 7th as did Candy New, Karen Rayside and Karen Monoco. Kathy Brown & Marie 

Ferri are a maybe.  Ron and Charles discussed Money to spend for hiring help. Charles is to get board approval, for the 

specific amount he needs. 

The group talked about having another trail awareness ride, possibly with some small obstacles. April 17th is the date we 

decided on. Kathy suggested the 714 loop is pretty shady and would be best for this time of year. The ride would include 

the GEO crossing. Candy will help on the trail map as she knows this trail very well. Karen Monoco brought up parking.  

Canopy would again be the place to park and begin the ride, like we did with the Poker Run. 

Teresa Harris discussed the preserve trail through the center of Canopy. She would like to try to get this approved as an 

Equestrian trail. She and Kathy Brown would like to go to the builder with this. Ron cautioned them, and they confirmed 

they would not be representing PCFTA in any way.  

There was a question asked about paying for a New Modern Website, Charles was going to inquire with Tara as he 

believes she is working on this. The Request for sponsorship by Amandas Portilla was agreed to be wonderful, but we 

will need to promote on our website if we accept this.  

Ron would like to Nominate all the board members to remain as they are for the next year, Candy agreed.  Kathy Brown 

would like to nominate Teresa Harris to the board, in some capacity maybe as secretary. Ron would like someone else to 

be Agent of Service – Charles agreed to do it. Charles will send out Notice to Nominate for election of officers. 

Ron requested we not meet on Tuesdays & Wednesday we cannot have the ERAF bldg.. It was decided that the 2nd 

Thursday of the month would be best.  

 

The meeting was adjourned 8:30 PM 

 

 

 

 


